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CPJNSNTPClient is a C++ class that can be implemented into software projects to facilitate support for SNTP. This protocol is responsible with integrating time synchronization features. The client provides a user-friendly C++ interface. Thanks to the fact that it's synchronous, it's simpler to work with a programming mode, compared to handling asynchronous sockets. The connection timeout
can be set to any value using the class API. As far as classes are concerned, they are all compatible with Unicode. Subsequently, the maker of CPJNSNTPClient has included build configuration settings for Unicode. These can be found in the project solution file. The programming utility can be compiled using Visual Studio 2017 or a newer version. The downloaded file contains not only the
source code but also a basic program to demonstrate how the class works. The program was compiled with Visual Studio 2017. For those interested in copyright details, it's permitted to include the source code of CPJNSNTPClient in any software product, whether it's made as a freeware, commercialware, shareware application, or if it has any other kind of licensing model. It's also possible to
change the source code but the copyright info must remain the same on top of each module. Only versions released by the author can be distributed with the source code, in order to keep track of a single distribution point and avoid any confusions in this regard. Does any body know a tool for Unix/Linux like Advanced Network Time Protocol (NTP) Client for Windows? Does any body know a
tool for Unix/Linux like Advanced Network Time Protocol (NTP) Client for Windows? This is the first thing you need to do, before you go anywhere near your "server". NTP is defined by RFC's, like most things. You need a good NTP client, on your "server" machine. A good client has alarm/polling functions to insure that you get the time you expect. What you need to do is to do a long poll of
your "server". Then if the time you get is not within 2 or 3 seconds of your "server" time, you have a problem. If you have only one host, you can solve this by just using the alarm on the client to poll the time periodically. If you have multiple hosts, then what you need to do is poll every host you have, and compare the results. You can also just use the alarm functions to get
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When this macro is defined to 1, then the string _KEYMACRO will be used as the key and it will be replaced by the current time. Because it's not supported on the implementation side, the user should never use it in the version he is using, or other methods should be used instead, such as access a list and choose the one that belongs to the current time. USE Example: #define _KEYMACRO
#include "CPJNSNTPClient.h" #include CPJNSNTPClient SNTP; int main(int argc, char **argv) { // When this macro is defined to 1, then the string _KEYMACRO will be used as the key and it will be replaced by the current time. // Because it's not supported on the implementation side, the user should never use it in the version he is using, or other methods should be used instead, such as
access a list and choose the one that belongs to the current time. SNTP._KEYMACRO = 0; // Do stuff } If the user defines the _KEYMACRO macro, then, the CPJNSNTPClient will look for the value of the _KEYMACRO macro in a list. This list can be stored in an external file, for example, or it can be hard-coded. In the demo project, the list has been hard-coded into the SNTP structure.
CSCERT_APPLICATION_NAME Example: In the demo project, the name of the DLL containing the client certificate is called CB_NTP_APP. CSCERT_APPLICATION_PATH Example: In the demo project, the name of the DLL containing the client certificate is called CB_NTP_APP. CSCERT_COMMANDLINE_STRING Example: In the demo project, the DLL containing the client
certificate is named CB_NTP_APP. CSCERT_FRIENDLY_NAME Example: In the demo project, the name of the DLL containing the client certificate is called CB_NTP_APP. CSCERT_FRIENDLY_PATH Example: In the demo project, the name of the DLL containing the client certificate is called CB_NTP_APP. CSCERT_LARGE_FRI 77a5ca646e
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- SNTP protocol implementation in C++. - SNTP timing is done synchronously to avoid extra overhead of polling. - Provides a class API for both C++11 and C++14 compliant compilers. - Interfaces compatible with C++. - Compatible with Unicode. - Includes a sample program to demonstrate how to use the class. CPJNSNTPClient Description SNTP protocol implementation in C++. SNTP
timing is done synchronously to avoid extra overhead of polling. Provides a class API for both C++11 and C++14 compliant compilers. Interfaces compatible with C++. Compatible with Unicode. Includes a sample program to demonstrate how to use the class. CPJNSNTPClient FreeWare Free Dedicated to programmers, CPJNSNTPClient is a C++ class that can be implemented into software
projects to facilitate support for SNTP. This protocol is responsible with integrating time synchronization features. The client provides a user-friendly C++ interface. Thanks to the fact that it's synchronous, it's simpler to work with a programming mode, compared to handling asynchronous sockets. The connection timeout can be set to any value using the class API. As far as classes are
concerned, they are all compatible with Unicode. Subsequently, the maker of CPJNSNTPClient has included build configuration settings for Unicode. These can be found in the project solution file. The programming utility can be compiled using Visual Studio 2017 or a newer version. The downloaded file contains not only the source code but also a basic program to demonstrate how the class
works. The program was compiled with Visual Studio 2017. For those interested in copyright details, it's permitted to include the source code of CPJNSNTPClient in any software product, whether it's made as a freeware, commercialware, shareware application, or if it has any other kind of licensing model. It's also possible to change the source code but the copyright info must remain the same
on top of each module. Only versions released by the author can be distributed with the source code, in order to keep track of a single distribution point and avoid any confusions in this regard. CPJNSNTPClient Description: - SNTP protocol implementation in C++. - SNTP timing is done synchronously to avoid extra overhead of polling

What's New in the?

-------------------------------------- Class CPJNSNTPClient: The class CPJNSNTPClient provides a user-friendly C++ interface to SNTP. A C++ class, it provides connection management features. As for example, the class provides a connection timeout value. For a more practical approach, it offers a programming mode, an asynchronous way to work with SNTP, which requires handling
asynchronous sockets. The make function requires a connection string to be specified. The connection string should contain the IP address of the SNTP server, the port number, and the default time zone to be used. The first step in setting up a new connection is creating an instance of the class. Once this has been achieved, the method make() is used to set the connection timeout value to 10
seconds. After this, a client object is constructed. The method isAuthenticated() is used to check if the connection is authenticated. This method is used to verify if the client and the SNTP server are in agreement. When this is the case, the checkAuthenticate() method is used to check if the connection is over an encrypted channel. It's essential to mention that a connection can be opened without
requiring authentication, but it's not that secure. Next, the method retrieveCurrentTime() is used to request the current local time. An instance of SNTPDatetime is returned as a result. This object has two methods. The getLocal() method returns the current local time. The getTimezone() method returns the name of the time zone. The first step is to obtain the offset in milliseconds, for the current
time. This is the difference between the current time and the current local time. Then, the date must be constructed by adding the offset to the local date. The method getGMT() is used to convert the timezone to GMT. Subsequently, the method getGMTOffset() is used to add the hours and the minutes between the current time and GMT to construct the correct time. A brief description of the
methods is listed below: setConnectionTimeout() is used to set the connection timeout in milliseconds. The method checkAuthenticate() checks if the connection is authenticated. The method isAuthenticated() returns true if the connection is authenticated. The method isAuthenticated() is used to check if the connection is over an encrypted channel. The method checkAuthenticate() checks if the
connection is authenticated. The method retrieveCurrentTime() requests the current local time and returns an instance of the SNTPDatetime class. The getLocal() method returns the current local time. The getTimezone() method returns the name of the time zone. The getGMT() method returns the GMT time. The getGMTOffset() method returns the difference between the current time and the
GMT time. The date object is constructed by adding the offset to the local date. The getGMTOffset() method returns the hours and minutes
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System Requirements:

Mac OS X 10.6 or later, 64-bit processor 128 MB of RAM (256 MB recommended) 2 GB available disk space (4 GB recommended) 24 MB of video RAM (48 MB recommended) DVD-ROM drive Internet connection Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Operating System: Mac OS X 10.6 or later
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